Name____________________ #___

Graphic Memoir Worksheet

Title of book________________________________________________________

Author____________________________________________________________

Ages of author during the memoir____________________________________

Dates book is set____________________________________________________

Place book is set____________________________________________________

First publishing date________________________________________________

Understanding the Narrative
Come up with at least 10 vocabulary words as you go through the book and look up their meanings

1._________________________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________________________

3._________________________________________________________________

4._________________________________________________________________

5._________________________________________________________________

6._________________________________________________________________

7._________________________________________________________________

8._________________________________________________________________

9._________________________________________________________________

10._________________________________________________________________

Bonus_________________________________________________________________

Bonus_________________________________________________________________

Bonus_________________________________________________________________

Understanding Context
Come up with at least 5 situations (political, religious, social, etc.) or people (leaders, political groups, etc.) throughout the story that you could learn more about by asking an adult or looking it up on the internet. Write down a short summary of your findings.

1._________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________

2._________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________
Understanding the Visual
Using the list of graphic terms choose two that are prevalent and used well in your book; explain how they are used to further the story or connect the reader to the story on a specific page and its panels.

1. term __________________________ page ____________ how specifically used

2. term __________________________ page ____________ how specifically used